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Our
Culture
Committed to service excellence
Sargent-Disc works closely with all of its clients and actively supports all forms of film
and television production in the UK and abroad. We do this through our partnerships and
affiliations and by supporting a range of industry initiatives.
Supporting the Industry
Sargent-Disc is a business partner of The Production
Guild of Great Britain (PGGB) and a member and
sponsor of the UK Screen Association, and works with
them to inform and educate their members.

Sargent-Disc is committed to investing in and
supporting the film and television community at
home and abroad.
We are a major patron of the Royal Television Society
and have previously partnered with the British
Academy of Film and Television Arts (BAFTA) to
support their efforts to develop the creativity and
skills of the UK’s talent, through the Sargent-Disc
BAFTA Filmmakers Forum, and by contributing to an
annual seminar covering key industry issues.

Training and Education
Sargent-Disc has provided training to a range of
industry bodies and their members including the
Broadcasting, Entertainment, Cinematograph and
Theatre Union (BECTU), the PGGB, the Production
Managers Association, Creative Skillset, Creative
England, Film Training Ireland and the Swedish Film
Institute.

Through our partnership with the Media Production
Show, Sargent-Disc’s sponsorship of the SargentDisc Production Theatre enables us to support all
production departments to explore key issues within
their sectors.

We also work closely with academic institutions
across Europe through our Movie Magic Academic
Partnership programme. Some of our 32 partners
include: the London Film Academy (LFA), the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS), CEV Madrid and the
Norwegian Film School, Lillehammer.

We also help the UK and international film industries
to build relationships at the Festival de Cannes and
the Marché du Cannes, the world’s most important
annual film festival and market, through hosting a
reception for international producers to network with
each other, and our support of the UK Film Centre and
the Women in Film and Television (WFTV) Brunch.

Scholarships
We are proud sponsors of two Production
Management Diploma Scholarships at the National
Film and Television School (NFTS).

Sargent-Disc recognises the achievements of UK and
International talent through supporting the annual
WFTV Awards, the Production Guild Awards and the
Broadcast Awards.
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Online
Payslips

Payroll &
Residuals
Sargent-Disc is the UK entertainment industry’s leading supplier of payroll and residual
services. Whatever your production or budget, our comprehensive payroll solution is
tailored to meet your needs and to interface with your production accounting software.
The range of services offered means you can pay artists and crew throughout the world, in
a range of currencies and with confidence. Once production has wrapped, we can also ease
the burden of residual and royalty talent payments.
Benefits

Our experienced, motivated team combines a detailed
understanding of the entertainment industry and
the production process, with in-depth knowledge
of payroll legislation and compliance. We provide a
high quality, fully managed payroll solution for you
and your employees via our secure online portal SD
Online. Real Time Information (RTI) reporting to
HMRC is managed for you as well as the payment
of tax, National Insurance and Guild benefits. Our
payroll service is integrated with Auto-Enrolment
so we can also manage pension requirements and
contributions on your behalf.

• HMRC compliance to secure qualifying spend for
the UK Tax Credit.
• Integrated payroll, residual and royalty payment
service.
• Multi currency: £, € and $.
• Secure online reports and payslips accessible 24/7,
via SD Online.
• SD Online App for iPhone®, iPad® and Android™.
• Ensure good talent relationships by meeting
contractual obligations.
• Up-to-date agent database.
• Integrated Auto-Enrolment.
• RTI ready.
• Weekly, Monthly and Four Weekly processing.

Our excellent service and fast turn around allows us
to maintain strong relationships with all the major
Hollywood studios and many independent film,
television and commercial production companies.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: payroll@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/payroll
Sargent-Disc
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Forms &
Contracts

CrewStartTM
CrewstartTM is a new software product designed for the streamlined gathering and
approval of information of all new production crew. Processing new crew can be time
consuming and often involves duplication of effort with the risk of mistakes in copying
data. Sargent-Disc’s new application is designed to streamline this process - leading to a
stress free onboarding experience for the production office, cast and crew.

Benefits

CrewStartTM allows the production office to customise
envelopes to send out to new production crew,
enabling them to gather the information they require.
Secure electronic signatures eliminate the need for
the physical circulation of documents, saving time
and paper. Once the forms have been returned to
the office, tailored approval chains guarantee that
the new information is seen and approved by the
relevant department heads, managers, accountants
and producers. Information is held securely and can
be reviewed on the go, anytime and anywhere.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find out more
We host online walkthroughs of the software to
demonstrate the full range of features available.
Contact a member of our team, or visit our website
to join a webinar.

Simplified, paperless, mobile workflow.
Sustainable and efficient.
Approve start forms and contracts digitally.
Reduce administration.
Complete documents anytime, anywhere.
Track approvals online 24/7.
Email notifications.
Secure and auditable data archive.
Reduce data entry for workforce.
Improve accuracy and legibility.
Attach files and documents for approval.
Online reporting .
Data export.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: info@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/crewstart
Sargent-Disc
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Expert
Knowledge

Corporate
Payroll
Sargent-Disc offers a personalised, professional and cost effective corporate payroll
service – releasing your time for your core business. Whatever the size of your company,
our comprehensive solution can be tailored to meet your requirements and upload into
your accounting software, whilst ensuring full compliance with payroll legislation and
regulation.

Benefits

Sargent-Disc’s corporate payroll service is efficient,
accurate and secure. With a fast turn-around, we
offer a complete understanding of the payroll process
and legislation. Our expert knowledge has helped
companies of all sizes, from well established listed
companies to small businesses starting out.

• Expert payroll knowledge.
• Fully compliant with national legislation and
HMRC rules.
• Integrated corporate payroll services, managed
efficiently.
• Secure online reports and payslips accessible 24/7,
via SD Online.
• SD Online App for iPhone®, iPad® and Android™.
• Multi currency: £, € and $.
• Free up valuable resources for your core business.
• Integrated Auto-Enrolment.
• RTI ready.
• Weekly, Monthly and Four Weekly processing.

Our fully managed payroll service includes
secure online management reporting, payslips
and RTI submissions via SD Online. We can also
provide an integrated Auto-Enrolment solution to
manage pension requirements, contributions and
disbursements on your behalf. The payment of tax,
National Insurance and Union dues is also managed
for you.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: payroll@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/payroll
Sargent-Disc
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Pensions

Auto Enrolment
Sargent-Disc (SD) Auto Enrolment is designed to provide an integrated and modular
Auto Enrolment and payroll solution for your company or production.
HM Government’s Workplace Pensions Reform, also
known as Auto Enrolment, will encourage millions of
people to save for their retirement. Auto Enrolment
can be daunting, especially for the media and
production industries, with one-third of the workforce
in television1 and nearly half in film2 working on
Schedule D freelance contracts, sometimes employed
through third party agencies and often on short term
and periodic contracts.

payroll service. It addresses the complex needs of the
film, television and media industries for a wide range
of roles and contracts (short term, weekly, periodic)
and direct or third party payments.

Benefits
• Set up pension scheme.
• Complete declaration of compliance.
• Send statutory communications to employees via
SD Online.
• Assess workers to calculate pension contributions.
• Apply chosen postponement rules.
• Integrated
payroll
and
Auto
Enrolment
administration for weekly, periodic and monthly
payments.
• Modular system interfaced with multiple pension
providers, currently including:

SD Auto Enrolment combines the Auto Enrolment
pension process with Sargent-Disc’s tried and tested

Payroll
Assessment

-- NEST
-- Fidelity
-- Now Pensions
-- Scottish Widows
-- Legal & General
• SD Online - providing access to payroll, pension
and pay scale reports.

Notices
Communications
Contributions

If you require a solution with a pension provider not
mentioned above please contact us.
Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: payroll@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/autoenrolment
Sargent-Disc
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Producers Association for Cinema and Television (PACT)
BFI Statistical Yearbook 2013
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Client
Portal

SD Online
Confidential and secure, SD Online is an advanced multi-platform payroll. It provides access
to a full archive of payroll reports from anywhere in the world, 24/7 and with detailed and
accurate management reports published for each pay period. The range of filters, searches
and data views makes it quicker and easier for studios, production companies, employees
and freelancers to find the data they are looking for on screen or in a report.
Benefits

Sargent-Disc’s powerful reporting engine is accessed
via the secure online client portal, SD Online. One
login enables reporting across multiple employments,
departments, payrolls, companies, productions and
tax years in real time.

• 24/7 access to payroll information, UK payscales
and reports.
• Online payslips enable employees to view full
payment histories.
• Improved reporting and analysis provides easy
access to on-screen data and reports.
• Advanced user interface provides a high level of
interactivity and features.
• UK industry payscales to help production budgeting.
• Secure messaging.
• SD Online App and multi-platform functionality.

The need for confidentiality and security is
paramount. All sensitive payroll information can be
sent for processing using the secure online messaging
service. Payroll communications can also be tracked
for audit purposes, avoiding the need to send
confidential information by email.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: payroll@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/sdonline
Sargent-Disc
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Cost
Control

Digital
Purchase Order
Digital Purchase Order (DPO) is an award-winning, cloud-based procurement system
designed for the entertainment industry that allows you to control and approve expenses
in a simple and efficient way.
Benefits

Controlling cost is crucial when managing a project
and our digital purchase order system allows decision
makers and controllers to approve costs before
payments are made. DPO simplifies the traditional
purchase order workflow, providing a fully integrated
process which removes the need for multiple emails
and manual circulation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DPO’s advanced user interface is highly customisable,
easy to use and available 24/7 from anywhere in
the world, via laptop and mobile app. The system
includes an admin section where accountants can
set up parameters for users and a variety of search
tools to create detailed reports. DPO provides a
simple solution to the typical purchase order workflow whilst fulfilling your company or production’s
complex accounting requirements.

Create, view and approve purchase orders.
No need for manual circulation or emails.
Accessible 24/7 from anywhere in the world.
Mobile App and multi-platform functionality.
Run multiple projects through the same account.
Multi language and multi currency.
Customisable to suit your needs.

Find out more
We host online walkthroughs of the software to
demonstrate the full range of features available.
Contact a member of our team or visit our website
to join a webinar.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: marketing@sargent-disc.com W: dpo.sargent-disc.com
Sargent-Disc
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Secure
Payments

Production
Card
Available specifically for productions, the Sargent-Disc Production Card has been
developed in association with Barclaycard, Europe’s leading issuer of Visa Commercial
Cards. Designed to make production simpler our Production Card offers a secure alternative
to handling large amounts of cash on production. Having the backing of both Sargent-Disc
and Barclaycard offers your production peace of mind.
Benefits

The administration and management of the Production
Card, which is used for all Sterling, Euro and US Dollar
purchases, is fully managed by our experienced team.
We offer a personalised and efficient service that can
be tailored to suit your needs; we will work with you
to set up the cards, the number required and the spend
limit on each. We ensure timely payment of balances
and provide you with detailed reports available 24/7
from anywhere in the world.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security of reduced cash handling.
Fast and efficient production payments.
Multiple cards per production.
Efficient management of production expenses.
Effective control of production budgets with
regular statements.
Detailed management reports, available 24/7.
Secure payment method.
Choice of currencies.
Fraud protection.
Facility for online purchases.

John Sargent, Founder of Sargent-Disc, understands
the desire to reduce cash usage, from his first
hand experience whilst filming in the Bahamas on
the James Bond movie The Spy Who Loved Me.
He explains “I was held at gunpoint in the middle of
the night and forced to open a safe before being left
tied up face down on the floor. Life would have been
easier had cards been available at that time.”

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: production@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/productioncard
Sargent-Disc
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Service
Excellence

Production
Services
Shooting in the UK? Then cut through the red tape and avoid all of the administration
involved with setting up a company from scratch. A Production Service Agreement with
Sargent-Disc has your production up and running quickly, without day to day worries or
ongoing administrative costs post production, allowing you to focus on your core business.

Benefits

Our experienced production team offers a
personalised
fully
integrated
management,
accounting and payroll service. This means that we
can manage all payments and act as the employer on
your behalf, taking responsibility for the full range
of company obligations - from liability insurance for
worker compensation, to VAT and company reporting
to Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC) and
the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP). Our
industry knowledge and wealth of budgeting and
certified production accounting experience can also
support every stage of your project.

• Productions fully compliant with UK national
legislation and HMRC rules.
• Contractual obligations met, nurturing good
relationships with talent and suppliers.
• Investor reassurance through Sargent-Disc
certified accounting.
• Tailored services to meet specific needs.
• Sargent-Disc accountancy services ensure that all
UK tax credits due are received in full.
• Sargent-Disc is affiliated to Entertainment Partners
in the US, Canada and Asia providing a global
service network.
• Sargent-Disc is the European distributor of Movie
Magic and Vista Accounting software.

As the UK entertainment industry’s leading supplier of
payroll and residual services, Sargent-Disc can tailor
a comprehensive payroll solution to meet your needs.
We can pay artists and crew throughout the world, in a
range of currencies and once the production’s wrapped
also manage your payments of residuals and royalties
to talent.
Whether we manage one-off payments or all costs and
disbursements associated with scouting for talent or a
location shoot - it couldn’t be simpler!

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: production@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/productionservices
Sargent-Disc
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Industry
Expertise

Production
Accounting
Sargent-Disc’s industry knowledge and wealth of budgeting and production accounting
experience together provide an integrated accounting service to support every stage
of your project. We prepare tailored, detailed, accurate, flexible and multi-scenario
production budgets, complemented by a suite of accounting services to keep you fully
informed. Our certified services offer investors reduced financial risk and help you deliver
the highest quality product on screen, on time and on budget.
Benefits

Our team of internationally experienced accountants
and their assistants, has over 100 years combined
experience of production and post-production. We
work closely with you from preparation of initial
budgets to final delivery, using the industry standard
software and accounting systems, Movie Magic
Budgeting and Vista Accounting.

• Timely, detailed financial information in formats
familiar to producers, studios, completion
guarantors and auditors.
• Accountancy to claim UK tax credits in full.
• Sargent-Disc certified budgets that reassure
investors.
• Part-time pre-production accountancy to full time
services in production and post production.
• Professional advice, infrastructure and support on
a show by show basis.
• Expert knowledge of Movie Magic Budgeting and
Vista Accounting software.
• Personalised service, via a single contact.
• Complete client confidentiality.

We work on productions of every scale from microbudget productions to Hollywood blockbusters. We
have worked across the world in Europe, Africa,
North and South America with most major Hollywood
studios and many independent production companies.
Sargent-Disc is affiliated to Entertainment Partners
in the US, Canada and Asia, and is the European
distributor for Movie Magic and Vista software.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: production@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/accounting
Sargent-Disc
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Cost
Reporting

Vista
Accounting
Classic Vista and Global Vista are specifically designed for cost accounting in the
entertainment industry. Whatever your production budget, they offer the precision
and flexibility you need for maximum cost efficiency. Their capability in tracking
the huge range of production costs from prep through post, simply outstrips generic
packages. Both systems are multi-user and multi-tasking and interface seamlessly with
Sargent-Disc payroll.
Benefits

Sargent-Disc is the European distributor of Vista
Accounting and our knowledge of the software is
second to none. The Vista Classic and Vista Global
sub-ledger production accounting applications,
combined with our personalised service, ensure that
cost accounting is done well, securely and on time.

• Custom configuration.
• Import multiple budgets and report across
productions. Work with multiple currencies,
companies and locations.
• Update and access data securely, 24/7, anywhere
in the world as hosted services.
• Make electronic vendor payments.
• Interface with Movie Magic Budgeting and
Sargent-Disc Payroll software.
• Sargent-Disc is affiliated with Entertainment
Partners, the creators of Vista - and has in-depth
expertise of the software.
• Free training available.

Vista Accounting applications are available as hosted
services giving your production the flexibility to
enter data and run reports from multiple locations.
This eliminates the need to handle multiple sets of
data and is a perfect solution for international coproductions.
Vista Accounting training is available for free with
any new order. The course introduces the principals
of production cost accounting using the latest version
of the software.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: sales@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/vista
Sargent-Disc
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Powerful
& Flexible

Movie Magic
Scheduling
Movie Magic Scheduling is a software solution that thinks the way schedulers think. Its
powerful tools provide flexibility and versatility for creating and viewing schedules.
The production schedule takes your project from script to actionable plan. The most widely used, industry
standard, production scheduling application, Movie Magic Scheduling 6 offers a range of scheduling tools
and flexibility not found elsewhere, including an exciting new Calendar module. Workflows are designed to
incorporate the time-tested concepts of the stripboard while offering a variety of scenarios. Schedules reflecting
different shoot lengths, re-ordered scenes, comparisons in location and more – are just a click away.

Benefits

Minimum System Requirements
Windows

• Internationally recognised industry standard
software.
• Most widely used production scheduling software
worldwide.
• Flexible, intuitive scheduling tool.
• A view of your shooting schedule in a flexible
calendar format that allows you to drag and drop
to organise strips, days and weeks.
• Set dynamic red flag reminders to appear on the
stripboard and avoid conflicts.
• International date format that reflects computer
settings for international locations.
• Attach images such as storyboard, location photos,
or actor headshots, to your breakdown sheets.
• Print scaling tool to make it easy to see what will fit
on the page before you print.
• MMS To Go iPad App.
• Free support with new orders.
• Training available.

1Ghz processor
Windows® 7 or 8

Macintosh

G4 or Intel (recommended) Processor
Mac OS® 10.8 or higher

Recommended
1 GB RAM or higher (512 MB minimum)
200 MB Hard Disk Space
Minimum Display Resolution 1024 x768
Internet Connection with 56k or higher

Movie Magic Scheduling To Go is available for
iPad®. A companion application to the Movie Magic
Scheduling 6 desktop application, MMS To Go allows
you to import and make on the go changes to existing
Stripboards.
Sargent-Disc is the European distributor for Movie
Magic and Vista software and the European affiliate
of Entertainment Partners.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: sales@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/mms
Sargent-Disc
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Industry
Standard

Movie Magic
Budgeting
Movie Magic Budgeting is an innovative budgeting and cost estimation tool used by
production professionals around the world. It features an intuitive, flexible format
that allows users to create and edit comprehensive budgets of all sizes, for all types
of productions.
Movie Magic Budgeting 7 offers a range of budgeting tools not found elsewhere. Workflows are designed with
an awareness of the complexities of production and the ever-changing issues facing finance professionals.
Explicit levels of detail, multiple comparisons, and complete analysis of multiple scenarios are just a mouse
click away.

Benefits

Minimum System Requirements
Windows

• Internationally recognised industry standard
software.
• Most widely used production budgeting software
worldwide.
• Flexible, intuitive budgeting tool.
• Import Movie Magic production schedule.
• Apply credits for tax incentives and production
rebates.
• Apply multiple credits and set cutoffs to cover
complex spend requirements.
• Create budgets from which to make informed
production decisions.
• Free support with new orders.
• Training available.

1Ghz processor
Windows® 7 or 8

Macintosh

G4 or Intel (recommended) Processor
Mac OS® 10.8 or higher

Recommended
1 GB RAM or higher (512 MB minimum)
200 MB Hard Disk Space
Minimum Display Resolution 1024 x768
Internet Connection with 56k or higher

With Movie Magic Budgeting, not only do projects
suddenly become more understandable, but coproduction opportunities become more approachable
and international filming options more realistic.
The production budget is the blueprint which
demonstrates how a project will be made. Investors
base funding decisions on the information detailed in
the budget.
Sargent-Disc is the European distributor for Movie
Magic and Vista software and the European affiliate
of Entertainment Partners.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: sales@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/mmb
Sargent-Disc
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Professional
Skills

Training
Sargent-Disc offers a range of training options on industry standard production software
including Movie Magic Budgeting, Movie Magic Scheduling and Vista Accounting
throughout Europe. We can tailor courses for individuals and groups according to their
needs and experience - whether new to the industry or seasoned professionals.
Benefits

Sargent-Disc has provided training for, and in
conjunction with, a range of UK and international
industry organisations and companies. Clients include
the National Film and Television School, Creative
Skillset, Pinewood Indomina Studios, the Swedish
Film Institute, New York Film Academy, BECTU and
the Production Guild of Great Britain.

• Tuition by highly experienced film and television
production accountants.
• Quality training in internationally recognised
industry standard software.
• Regular scheduled courses and tailored training
packages.
• Academic Lesson Plans.
• Access to training videos.
• As the European distributor and affiliate of
Entertainment Partners, Sargent-Disc’s knowledge
of Movie Magic and Vista software is second
to none.

Alongside Sargent-Disc’s scheduled courses held at
our training facility at Pinewood Studios, private
sessions can be arranged at times to suit students’ and
clients’ schedules and tailored to the exact needs of
groups or individuals throughout the UK, Europe and
other parts of the world.

Training Grants
Grants are available through Creative Skillset’s
Management and Leadership programme for eligible
UK course participants.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: training@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/training
Sargent-Disc
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Production
Skills

Academic
Partnerships
Sargent-Disc offers a Movie Magic Academic Partnership programme in association with
Entertainment Partners. The programme is open to educational institutions that offer
courses or are considering offering courses in production using Movie Magic Budgeting
and Movie Magic Scheduling software.
Benefits

Movie Magic software is widely used by professionals
worldwide within the entertainment industry, and
the partnership programme is designed to provide
valuable insight into the best practices of real-world
budgeting and scheduling.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We can equip the student film labs of academic
institutions with state-of-the art Movie Magic
Scheduling and Budgeting software.

Free software for film school computer labs.
Exclusive discounts for Partnership students.
Dedicated academic support staff.
Dedicated product support staff.
Movie Magic training videos available.
Academic lesson plans.

Academic Lesson Plans:
Academic lesson plans are available to complement
the software, and are useful for teachers and
students alike. These texts provide clear and
comprehensive guidance notes on how to teach the
software, interspersed with helpful teaching tips and
professional insights to put theory into context. They
feature student assignments at the end of each lesson,
which allow students to review their progress and
demonstrate learning.

Contact our team for more information:
T: +44 (0)1753 630300 F: +44 (0)1753 655881
E: marketing@sargent-disc.com W: www.sargent-disc.com/academicpartnerships
Sargent-Disc
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Sargent-Disc Services and Products
Payroll and Residuals

CrewStartTM

With Sargent-Disc managing and operating
your corporate and production payroll,
residual and royalty payments, you can divert
valuable resources back to your core business.

Provides a streamlined, paperless start
form and contracting process, reducing
administration whilst maintaining efficiency.

Online
Payslips

Auto Enrolment
Combines the Auto Enrolment pension
process with our tried and tested payroll
service, to meet the needs of the media and
production industries for a range of roles,
contracts, direct or third party payments.

SD Online
Confidential and secure, the advanced payroll
platform - SD Online – provides access to a
full archive of payroll reports from anywhere
in the world 24/7.

Pensions

Digital Purchase Order
An award-winning, cloud-based, procurement
system designed for the entertainment
industry that allows you to control
and approve expenses in a simple and
efficient way.

Forms &
Conracts

Client Portal

Production Card

Cost Control

The
Production
Card - available in
Sterling, Euros and US Dollar - offers a secure
alternative to handling large amounts of cash
on production.

Production Services

Production Accounting

A Production Service Agreement with
Sargent-Disc will have your production up
and running in a matter of days. Our team
can manage all payments during and after
production, and provide a fully integrated
accounting and payroll service.

Our integrated accounting services are
designed to help at every stage of production.
Whether during development, in production
or in post, Sargent-Disc delivers a wealth
of budgeting and production accounting
experience and industry knowledge.

Service
Excellence

Vista Accounting

Movie

Classic and Global Vista Accounting
are
designed
specifically
for
cost
accounting in the entertainment industry.
Free training with all new orders.

Budget and schedule with industry standard
software that provides flexibility and
versatility in the way that schedules and
budgets can be created and viewed.

Cost
Reporting

Industry
Expertise

Magic

Training

Academic Partnerships

Sargent-Disc provides scheduled and tailor
made training courses on industry standard
software - including Movie Magic Scheduling,
Movie Magic Budgeting and Vista Accounting.

Sargent-Disc runs the Movie Magic Academic
Partnership programme to support European
institutions that offer courses in production
using Movie Magic Software.

Professional
Skills

Secure
Payments

Powerful
& Flexible

Production
Skills

SD 4.0

Sargent-Disc

Accounting, Payroll, Software and Training

Founded in 1986, Sargent-Disc is committed to service excellence, providing a full range of
payroll, residual, accounting and software services tailored to the needs of your production.

